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Police officer accidently shot during training
Emergency
Medical
Services responded to a call
at 10:45 Monday morning to
the shooting range at Foothills
Outdoor Xperience to find that
Albany City Police Officer
Brad Cross had been wounded
in an accidental shooting

following training maneuvers.
Cross was hit in the thigh with a 12 gauge slug
round. Cross’ phone was also hit by the shot and is
believed to have taken a lot of the velocity of the
bullet.
The Albany Police Department was using the
gun range to do its annual qualifying exercises that
are required to be completed every year.

Albany Police Chief Ernest Guffey said the
officers have to qualify with pistols, shotguns and
rifles as a part of their annual training.
Several customers were in the store when the
shot was fired, but with the recent activity on the
range, no one thought anything was out of the
ordinary about it.
Jack Pickens, employee at F.O.X., said the shot

really didn’t register with anyone inside because
the police officers all had been shooting at the range
just prior to Cross being shot. He said they didn’t
know anything was wrong until Ricky Marcum
came running in looking for something to use as a
tourniquet to stop the loss of blood from the wound
See CROSS, page 22

Eclipse brings local, visiting viewers together

Monday’s eclipse, as seen from Albany, wasn’t full totality, but the top row of photos captured by
NEWS photographer Brett Gibson shows why so many viewers
enjoyed the astronomy show.
Several viewers watched the
eclipse from Mountain View
Recreation park, including seen
in the top photo, Clinton
County’s Bobby Thurman family
and the Shivras Mahendra family, who drove from Wilmore,
Kentucky.
Kristin Hunter and Danielle
Lowhorn decorated their viewing glasses before enjoying the
eclipse at Mountain View Park.

People from all over the world gathered in hot
spots across the nation Monday to view the first
coast to coast total solar eclipse in nearly a hundred
years.
Although Albany and Clinton County was just
outside the range that was to view “totality” of
the moon’s blockage of the sun, the event created
plenty of excitement here as well as plenty of
visitors.
Reports to the Clinton County Tourism
Commission last week were that all lodging units
in the county - motels, cabins and lodges - were
all rented for Sunday night, with visitors who
were either going to view the eclipse from Clinton
County or were attempting to get closer to areas
where totality would occur on Monday.
One local “hot spot” for eclipse viewing Monday
turned out to be the Mountain View Recreation
Park, where people gathered to watch the event
that occurred during nearly completely clear skies.
The Bobby Thurman family, including Bobby,
Teresa, Kourtnie, Bentley and Levon, were among
several local residents who were on hand at the
park Monday to watch the event.
Park facilities not only offered a clear view of
the eclipse from beginning to end, but also gave
Bentley and Levon the chance to play a little
basketball when eclipse viewing became boring
for the two youngsters.
Another group of local viewers included some
employees of First and Farmer’s Bank. Among
that group, Kristin Hunter and Danielle Lowhorn
had fashioned their eclipse viewing glasses into
paper plates with decorated cartoon faces.
Another family, Shivrag, Anita and Smriti
Mahendra, drove from their new home in Wilmore,
Kentucky, near Lexington, to get a better view of
Monday’s eclipse.
Originally from India, and recently having
moved to Wilmore, the family picked Clinton

County hires shelter rescue coordinator
For the fourth time in less than
a full year, Clinton County will
have a new animal shelter rescue
coordinator. However, this time
the position will be full-time to
help with the day-to-day opera-

tions and needed work it takes to
get animals adopted out.
Clinton Fiscal Court, at its
monthly meeting last Thursday,
August 17 with four of six members present, voted to hire Jamie

Scott-Cross, 40 hours per week,
starting out at $8.50 to increase
to $9 per hour after the 90 day
trial period for county employSee SHELTER, page 7

Court keeps county tax rates at 2016 levels
County tax rates will remain
the same as 2016 levels for the
upcoming tax year after Clinton
Fiscal Court opted to keep rates
unchanged. The action was taken
at the regular monthly meeting

of the court last Thursday, August 17 with four of six members
present. Magistrate Patty Guinn
was again absent due to family
medical issues. Also absent was
magistrate Hershell Key.

The county tax rate was
among several items of business
on the meeting’s agenda, with
the most discussion centering
See COUNTY, page 12

School board opts for compensating tax rate
Clinton County Board of Education, meeting for the first time
after the start of a new school
year, voted 3-2 to the four percent over compensating tax rate
on Monday evening, August 21

with all board members present.
The compensating rate, according to finance director Mike
Reeves, is expected to generate the district approximately
$88,000 in additional property

tax revenues which he feels is
much needed considering the situation with the state’s dwindling
retirement system and other rea-

County because of its proximity to both their new
home and to the totality line.
Also traveling to Clinton County were Dean
Williams and Mosur Ravishankar, who made the
trek from Huntington, West Virginia to view the
phenomenon here.
Williams said they made the trip hoping to get
as close to the path of totality as possible, without
trying to get into one of the more crowded hot spots
such as Hopkinsville or Bowling Green.
As they drove south and the time for the
beginning of the eclipse became closer, they
spotted the Mountain View Park and pulled in to
take advantage of the clear view.
Williams had a few extra viewing glasses he
passed out to others at the park who had not been
able to acquire the special protective lenses.
Schools in Clinton County were dismissed
Monday for the eclipse and many local residents
traveled south to areas such as Cookeville and
Nashville for the viewing, while others viewed
from Dale Hollow Lake and Lake Cumberland.
Many local businesses were also closed and
several offices in the Clinton County Courthouse
closed during the eclipse in order to give employees
the opportunity to view what was billed as a “once
in a lifetime” event, also referred to as “The Great
American Eclipse”.
As to what to do with those funky viewing
glasses used Monday to safely watch the eclipse
- you could throw them into that catch-all kitchen
drawer
Although Monday’s event was billed as a
“once in a lifetime” eclipse, another total eclipse
will occur in this region in seven years, although
the path of totality will be farther from Albany
than this week’s eclipse, arcing through Missouri
and Indiana in its closest path to Clinton County
residents.
That eclipse will occur on April 8, 2024.

Eight fall sports teams
are set for action,
Fall Sports Preview
included this week
Included in this week’s
edition of the Clinton
County News is the Fall
Sports Preview.
This special section
gives an up close look at
the eight different teams
set to take to the course,
fields, floor and track as
football, volleyball, golf,
soccer and cross country
get into their respective
seasons.

view goes inside and
behind the scenes to get
coaches’ perspectives on
how they think this season
will play out.
Each team is highlighted with player profiles as
well as a complete schedule for the upcoming seasons.

On the cover, the
2017-2018 seniors who
will lead their respective
The Fall Sports Pre- teams are featured.

See SCHOOLS, page 2

Sports Inside Inside Weather Last Year
Gridiorn
Dawgs
win first
game,
40-18

See SPORTS, page 10
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School
Clerk, and
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contract
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See pages 3 and 4

See page 2

Clear skies Thursday
and Friday, with
highs near 80 and
lows in the upper 50s.
Partly cloudy skies
Saturday with showers
moving into the area
by Sunday
and Monday.

Headlines from the
front page one year ago:

Animal shelter
issues at forefront
of court meeting
New school water
stations will help fight
childhood obesity

